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1 Introduction
The Discovery Channel Telescope (DCT) is a 4.2m clear aperture telescope under development by the Lowell
Observatory. The telescope will provide a 30 arc-minute unvignetted field of view at the Cassegrain focus and a 2
degree field of view at the prime focus. Switching configurations will involve installing the appropriate top end
assembly consisting of either the secondary mirror or a Prime Focus Assembly (PFA) and respective top-ring and
spider. Future instrument capabilities will also be provided at two Nasmyth and up to four Bent-Cassegrain foci.
The telescope site is near Happy Jack, Arizona, approximately 45 miles south-southeast of Flagstaff.
The DCT system will be a highly flexible, capable, all-purpose telescope primarily for the use of Lowell Observatory
astronomers. As such, the project includes the construction of a dedicated facility at Happy Jack, including an
enclosure with rotating dome, support systems (such as a mirror coating system), control systems, a data and
communications network, and auxiliary support facilities.
System controls will coordinate the operation of the telescope, enclosure, and instrument systems to ensure
satisfactory observing efficiency. Software is a vital element of this control system and must support the needs of
telescope operators, guider and wavefront sensor operators, scientists, engineers, and a system manager in the
use and maintenance of the telescope.

1.1 Purpose of the Document
This document is intended to assist in the review of the software design and to guide developers of the various
software components.

1.2 Scope of the Software
The system software described herein is that necessary to operate and maintain the telescope. Software
necessary for instrument operation or instrument-related functions is not within the scope of the DCT project.
Lowell Observatory’s Instrument Group will design and code the software for the instruments currently planned.

1.3 Definitions Acronyms, and Abbreviations
1.3.1 General Acronyms and Abbreviations
Acronym/Abbreviation

Term

cFP

NI Compact FieldPoint platform

cRIO

NI CompactRIO Platform

CVS

Concurrent Versions System (a type of version control
system)

DCT

Discovery Channel Telescope

DSC

Datalogging and Supervisory Control Module

ETS

ETS is a real-time operating system currently offered by
IntervalZero (http://www.intervalzero.com/ets.htm).

FIFO

First In First Out

GDST

General Dynamics SATCOM Technologies

IRIG

Inter Range Instrumentation Group

JMS

Java Message Service

LAN

Local Area Network

NTP

Network Time Protocol

OLE

Object Linking and Embedding

OPC

OLE for Process Control

OS

Operating System
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QNX

QNX is a commercial real-time operating system
(http://www.qnx.com/).

R-C

Ritchey-Chrétien

RT

Real-time

SVE

Shared Variable Engine

TAI

Temps Atomique International (International Atomic
Time)

TCP/IP

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol

TCXO

Temperature Compensated Crystal Oscillator

UTC

Coordinated Universal Time

VI

Virtual Instrument

1.3.2 Component Acronyms
Acronym/Abbreviation

Term

ACC

Airflow Control Calculator

ADC

Atmospheric Dispersion Correction System

AOS

Active Optics System

CAT

Catalog System

CLS

Calibration Lamp System

CPS

Cold Plate System

DAS

Dome Azimuth System

DCS

Dome Control System

DLS

Dome Lamp System

DSS

Dome Shutter System

DTS

Dome Temperature System

ECS

Environmental Control System

FAC

Facility

FPC

Final Position Calculator

GCS

Guider Control System

ICC

Instrument Chiller Control

ICS

Instrument Control System

LUT

Look Up Table

M1F

M1 Actuator Force Loop Control

M1L

M1 Lateral Control

M1P

M1 Actuator Position Loop Control

M1S

Primary Mirror Control System

M2S

Secondary Mirror Control System

MAN

Management System

MCS

Mount Control System

MTS

Mount Temperature Sensors

OCS

Observatory Control System

PFA

Prime Focus Assembly
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TCS

Telescope Control System

VDS

Ventilation Door System

VFS

Ventilation Fan System

WFS

Wavefront Sensor System

WRS

Weather Reporting System

1.3.3 Definitions
Term

Definition

Citadel database

"The National Instruments Citadel historical database is
a database that the LabVIEW Datalogging and
Supervisory Control (DSC) Module and other National
Instruments products use. This database efficiently
stores data that applications acquire and process. The
DSC Module uses the Citadel historical database to log
shared variable data from the Shared Variable Engine.
The DSC Module also includes the Citadel ODBC driver,
which contains special commands to perform data
transforms, so you can retrieve, manipulate, and
analyze historical data automatically from outside the
LabVIEW environment."
http://zone.ni.com/reference/en-XX/help/371618C01/lvdscconcepts/citadel_hist_db/

1.4 Revision History
Revision
Number

Author

Date

Description of Changes

ECN #

A (0.5)

Paul J. Lotz

2008Jul16

First draft under CM

--

B (0.6)

Paul J. Lotz

2008Jul17

Added revision history.
Updated deployment
diagrams to show how cRIO
devices connect to SVEs.

--

C (0.8)

Paul J. Lotz

2008Jul18

Added information on RT
platforms and NI SVE
general and RT. Deleted
extra sections and cleaned
up text. Updated diagrams.
Updated acronyms table.

--

D (0.9)

Paul J. Lotz

2008Jul31

Updated AOS topology
diagram (added limit
switches; corrected
connection type to M1 and
M2 drivers; corrected
connection ends of M2
DifferentialPressureSensor
and LoadCell. Corrected
typo in references.
Updated "Overview of the
Document" paragraph.

--
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1.0

Paul J. Lotz

2009Jan29

Updated component
diagram (to reflect changes
to CAT, understanding of
LIG architecture, some data
changes), use case
diagrams (CAT changes).
Updated most of the
deployment diagrams for
these reasons and to reflect
some changes to the M1
actuator controls in the
AOS. Added section on
monitor resolution. Added
DCT-0610D-002 to
references. Replaced
figures with references to
DCT-0610D-001 and DCT-

122

Text Document

0610D-002.
2.0

Paul J. Lotz

3.0

Paul J. Lotz

2009Jun19

Updated #185 to mention
configuration parameters.
(See SWPDR-40.)
Added section on error
messages.

158

Added CVS, ETS, and QNX
to acronyms list (DCTSD18). Resized AOS
deployment diagram to fit in
one page (DCTSD-19).
(This isn't a good long-term
solution but this will have to
do until I decide to break up
the figure into multiple
figures.) Removed all figure
captions to be consistent
(DCTSD-21).

171
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4.0

Paul Lotz

2010Apr22

Updated Subsystem States
table with new agreed
states and descriptions.
Updated Communications
section to capture the use
of ActiveMQ.
Added section on message
content to Communications
section.
Added DCT-0700A-009 to
reference documents, and
updated the document
number for GDST's Mount
Software Interface
Specification to its DCT
number.
Updated M1S component
description.

303

1.5 References
1.5.1 Controlling Documents
Document Number

Document Title

DCT-0000S-002

Top-Level Telescope and Facility
Requirements

DCT-0700S-002

Notes

DCT Software Requirements
Specification

1.5.2 Dependent Documents
Document Number

Document Title

Notes

1.5.3 Reference Documents
Document Number

Document Title

DCT-0720S-004

DCT TCS Software Design Description

DCT-0000M-006

DCT Safety Plan

DCT-0360S-003

Active Optics System Specification

DCT-0610D-001

DCT Network One-Line Diagram

DCT-0610D-002

DCT Timing Network One Line Diagram

DCT-0440S-011

Software Interface Spec. DCT MCS

GDST Document

LOIS Software Design Description

??

DCT-0700A-009

Notes

DCT Cross-platform Messaging and
Data Format Design Description

1.6 Overview of the Document
This document describes the architecture of the software that comprises the DCT control system. This includes
the system design (methods and system decomposition), and component descriptions.
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2 System Overview
The DCT control system comprises the hardware and software elements necessary to operate the telescope and
its supporting systems.
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3 System Context
The DCT control system comprises the hardware and software elements necessary to operate the telescope and
its supporting systems. It does not include instrument functionality.

3.1 Actors
An actor (human or not) is external to the system and plays a role. A particular user may be able to act in one or
more roles.

3.1.1 DCT Actors
The DCT control system interacts with the following external actors: ICS, DCTOperator, SystemManager, and
Engineer.
The DCT control system will accept observation configuration information from the ICS (this includes commands to
move to new targets) and will send system data and status to the ICS. In addition, the DCT control system will
send information needed by instrumentation subcomponents (GCS, WFS, ADC) and will receive information
needed from those subcomponents.
The DCTOperator will be able to control all general system functionality.
The Engineer will be able to command low-level control and diagnostic functions in addition to all functions
available to the DCTOperator.
The DCT control system will accept instructions from the System Manager for all general operations related to
reporting system utilization and related analyses.

3.1.2 ICS Actors
The ICS system interacts with the following external actors: Scientist and DCT.
The ICS will accept instructions from and display information to the Scientist actor.
The ICS will send observation configuration information to the DCT (this includes commands to move to new
targets) and will receive system data and status from the DCT system.

3.1.3 Users
Users (persons) will fulfill the roles as follows in the indicated locations:
System
DCT

Actor
ICS
DCTOperator
SystemManager
Engineer

On-site User
Off-site User
[S/W Component]
O, S
M
E

ICS

DCT
Scientist

[S/W Component]
S, O
S

Operator
Scientist
SystemManager
Engineer

x
x
x
x

User Key
O:
S:
M:
E:

x

Note that DCT subsystems will always interact with local actors.

3.2 Context Diagrams
3.2.1 DCT Context Diagram
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The following diagram indicates the primary use cases within the system boundary and the actors outside the
system that can interact with the system to implement those use cases.

3.2.2 ICS Context Diagram
For reference, we include a diagram of the instrument control system context.
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4 System Design
4.1 Design Method
4.1.1 Assumptions & Constraints
The following assumptions and constraints should be noted in considering the software design.

4.1.1.1 Operator Location
1) The DCT system will be under the control of an on-site user in any operational mode.
2) A user of the instrumentation may be on-site or remote.

4.1.1.2 Scripting
Any scripts required to configure the instrument(s), prepare observations, or process the resulting science data
are outside the scope of the DCT control system.

4.1.1.3 Configuration Management and Control
All software (including configuration parameters) and firmware will be under version control. The DCT team will
use a Subversion repository with TortoiseSVN. The TCS developer will use a CVS repository. The ICS team will
use a Subversion repository.

4.1.2 Subsystem States
Although a subsystem may have numerous internal states, the external representation of the subsystem will be
one of the following states, defined as follows:
State

Description

OffState

Changes the published state to Off and shuts down the application
completely.

StandbyState

The application is dormant, but it can respond to a startIsTrue signal
that will cause the system to transition to a functional state (hence
there is still a thread running).

EnabledState

The system is operating normally (with full functionality). Note that
warnings (which by definition do not prohibit functionality) will not
cause a state transition (here or anywhere).

DisabledState

The system is operating but with limited functionality. (For instance, in
a motion control system we are collecting data but the we have
disabled the control loop.)
For some subsystems the DisabledState may not be meaningful and the
system can transition directly to the EnabledState

FaultState

The system is not operating normally. It is permissible for the system
still to collect data, but otherwise it is disabled. Moreover, the operator
must clear the error to return to operation.

4.1.3 Deployment
4.1.3.1 Nodes
4.1.3.1.1 Devices
The DCT subsystem software components the DCT team and its contractors develop will deploy on desktop
computers. At a lower level real-time control components will deploy on LabVIEW real-time targets (cFP and
cRIO) that comply with the applicable environmental and performance requirements. On the Lowell Instrument
Group side the user interface and the message broker with external interface command parser will deploy on
desktop computers, while the device controllers will deploy on a Sun blade server.
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4.1.3.1.1.1 Monitors
The baseline plan is to use 19" rack-mounted monitors for certain low-level displays and 22" or larger monitors with desktop
machines. In both cases the design resolution is 1280x1024 so we will develop the code to fit efficiently on screens of this
resolution.

4.1.3.1.2 Execution Environments
In general, subsystem-level components within the DCT system will deploy within the Microsoft Windows®
operating system. Lower-level components needing real-time performance will use the operating system
appropriate for the selected LabVIEW real-time target (cFP: ETS, cRIO: VxWorks).
The TCS will also use a Windows operating system.
The Mount Control System will use QNX (vendor decision based on existing implementation).
The ICS (external actor) and the GCS, WFS, and ADC subsystems will deploy on Linux (message broker with
external interface command parser), Macintosh (user interface), and Solaris10 (device controllers) platforms.

4.1.3.1.3 Servers
Each Windows desktop computer running LabVIEW DSC will have its own Shared Variable Engine (SVE). This
arrangement will allow local control to be possible even if the network fails. (We can later merge the logs from
the various SVEs manually or programmatically.)
The Lowell Instrument Group will use a JMS message broker and a Sun blade server.

4.1.3.2 Artifacts
4.1.3.2.1 Development Environments
The DCT team and its contractors will chiefly develop code in the LabVIEW environment. LabVIEW is a graphical
dataflow programming language popular for data acquisition and control of industrial or scientific processes.
Exceptions to the use of LabVIEW and the operating systems described above exist in the system design. The
Mount Control System software, for example, will be a modification of an existing software application provided by
General Dynamics SATCOM Technologies (GDST) that utilizes software programmed in C. The TCS will use C as
well as LabVIEW.
DCT subsystems (GCS, WFS) and external systems (ICS) developed by other parties, in particular the Lowell
Instrument Group, will utilize Java at the level interfacing to the OCS.

4.1.4 Communications
The DCT will implement a mix of data-driven architecture and point-to-point command-response communications.

4.1.4.1 Publish-subscribe Protocol
For the most part communication between LabVIEW-based subsystems will utilize the networked shared variable
capability of the LabVIEW Datalogging and Supervisory Control (DSC) Module. Advantages of this approach are
the ability to use a publish-subscribe data-driven architecture, the ability to implement an event-driven
architecture based on shared variable events, and the ability to use the logging and alarming features built into
the Shared Variable Engine (SVE).
Since the protocol layers ensure message delivery (and generate errors if disconnections occur) LabVIEW
components that use this protocol do not need to add a message-response protocol at the application layer. This
allows the developers to decouple properly the publishers and subscribers. (A publisher should not know which
subscribers are listening to which messages. The middleware layer is responsible for handling the connections.)
LabVIEW code executing on nonPC real-time targets (cFP, cRIO) will use RT-FIFO-enabled networked shared
variables deployed in a Shared Variable Engine hosted on a PC. (Although it is possible to host the SVE on cRIO,
for example, the DSC features of the Shared Variable are not available on that platform.) This approach will allow
the code deployed on the RT target to run deterministically, even though the communication itself is not
deterministic.
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4.1.4.2 Socket Protocols
The TCS-MCS interface will implement a command-response communication protocol utilizing ASCII strings
transmitted via TCP/IP sockets.

4.1.4.3 Message Broker
Generally, communication between non-LabVIEW subsystems or between LabVIEW subsystems and non-LabVIEW
subsystems will be via a message broker (ActiveMQ implementation of JMS).
To manage system complexity only the OCS will communicate via both shared variables and TCP/IP sockets.

4.1.4.4 Links To RT Targets
Communication between a subsystem computer and an RT target will use LabVIEW networked shared variables
and the NI-PSP communications protocol.

4.1.4.5 Links To Networked I/O Modules
Communication to simple Networked I/O Modules (e.g., cFP devices without real-time controllers) will be via
TCP/IP.

4.1.4.6 Message content
4.1.4.6.1 LabVIEW to LabVIEW
Messages between LabVIEW software components will be in native LabVIEW formats. Objects will be flattened
strings.

4.1.4.6.2 LabVIEW to nonLabVIEW subsystems
Messages sent across software platforms, in particular, between LabVIEW and nonLabVIEW systems, will be in
XML format. The exact definition is a slightly customized format of Simple XML. See DCT-0700A-009 for details.

4.1.5 Data Logging
4.1.5.1 Logging With DSC
Shared variables will log to the NI Citadel historical database the DSC Module associates with the shared variable
engine (SVE) that hosts the variable. Each computer shall have its own SVE for its owned shared variables so that
a network failure will not impact local control. Components that do not use shared variables must devise their
own logging system or in allowed cases export some data for logging by the OCS.

4.1.5.1.1 Merging Databases
Since there will be multiple historical databases (one on each LabVIEW machine that hosts shared variables) it will
be necessary to provide a method to merge the disparate databases. The system will provide a programmatic
method of merging the NI Citadel historical databases to a single database.

4.1.5.2 Other Logging Mechanisms
Components that do not use shared variables must devise their own logging system or in allowed cases export
select data for logging by the OCS.

4.1.5.3 Logging Levels
Each component will support three logging levels (0=LeastVerbose...2=MostVerbose). The logging level will be an
item in the configuration file (which means that users with rights to change the configuration may change the
logging level). It is allowable, therefore, to require a reinitialization of a component to change the logging level.

4.1.6 Alarms
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4.1.6.1 Alarming With DSC
NI LabVIEW networked shared variables will have a configuration where applicable to use the DSC alarming
capability. Warnings will appear as appropriate on the user displays of any DSC-compatible system on the
network.

4.1.6.2 Alarming Without DSC
Systems that do not use DSC will be responsible for handling and reporting their own alarms. Presumably the ICS
does not need to make its alarms visible to the OCS. The TCS will have to report its warnings to the OCS.

4.1.7 Error Messages
4.1.7.1 Error Message Format
4.1.7.1.1 General error format
Errors will have the following format, contained with a struct, cluster, or object:
Name

Type

Details

status

Boolean

T=Error; F=Warning OR
No Error

code

32-bit signed integer
(I32)

Unique error or warning
ID

source

String

Origin of the error or
warning

4.1.7.1.2 LabVIEW errors
4.1.7.1.2.1 LabVIEW errors on Windows
On Windows platforms LabVIEW software components will format error messages in the standard LabVIEW error cluster

format indicated below: [

4.1.7.1.2.2 LabVIEW errors on RT
LabVIEWRT applications will send numeric error codes via shared variables, which the corresponding LabVIEW Windows
application will resolve and display.

4.1.7.1.2.3 LabVIEW error code database
Each component will have its own error code file, editable with the LabVIEW Error Code File Editor.

4.1.7.1.2.4 LabVIEW error codes
National Instruments’ LabVIEW software provides user-defined error codes (NI calls them “custom” error codes) with numeric
ranges of 5000 through 9999 and -8999 through -8000. (The total quantity of LabVIEW custom error codes is 6000.) An
initial allocation of 100 codes is associated with each DCT software component as shown in Table 1. (There are 30 DCT
components organized into 14 groups) If needed, any component may be assigned additional non-contiguous code ranges
from the unassigned space.
Table 1: DCT software error code ranges
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Component

Subcomponent

Error Range

GCS

6000..6099

WFS

6100..6199

ADC

6200..6299

ICS

6300..6399

DCS

6400..6499
DAS

6500..6599

DSS

6600..6699

AOS

6700..6799
MTS

6800..6899

FPC

6900..6999

LUT

7000..7099

M2S

7100..7199

M1S

7200..7299

CPS

7300..7399

FAC

7400..7499

MAN

7500..7599

ECS

7600..7699
ACC

7700..7799

CLS

7800..7899

ICC

7900..7999

WRS

8000..8099

VFS

8100..8199

DLS

8200..8299

VDS

8300..8399

DTS

8400..8499

TCS

8500..8599, 5000-5399

Other Rotator

8600..8699

MCS

8700..8799

CAT

8800..8899

OCS

8900..8999

Unassigned

[-8999..-8000],
[5400..5999], [9000..9999]

4.1.8 Remote User Interfaces
User interfaces will be exportable to allowed locations on the network. The DCT team has begun a study of the
various methdologies available for this purpose in LabVIEW but the team has not finally selected a method.
User interfaces developed in nonLabVIEW development environments will be exportable via a method appropriate
to the development environment.

4.1.9 Time Synchronization
A standalone time server will acquire a GPS signal and distribute both IRIG-B and Network Time Protocol (NTP).
The time server will deliver IRIG-B via a coaxial cable (BNC connector). The OCS, TCS, and MCS shall use IRIG-B.
The ICS and its sub-components will have access to IRIG-B. The time server will deliver NTP via a standard
copper Ethernet cable (RJ45 connector) and use the existing network infrastructure. For subsystems using NTP,
each subsystem shall have a NTP client or daemon to synchronize the system clock. For subsystems using IRIG-B,
each subsystem shall have an IRIG-B client to synchronize the system clock. See DCT-0610D-002 "DCT Timing
Network One Line Diagram" for details.

4.1.9.1 Timing Failover Methodology
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4.1.9.1.1 Loss of GPS timing signal between GPS antenna and time server
The design will use a standalone network time server with both IRIG-B and NTP outputs. The network time server
will have a temperature compensated crystal oscillator (TCXO) to maintain time without a GPS signal. The time
server hardware will host the time server software.

4.1.9.1.2 Loss of IRIG-B between time server and client
The design will use an IRIG-B card that plugs into the subsystems bus (e.g.., PCI). The card will have a TXCO to
maintain time without an IRIG-B signal.

4.1.9.1.3 Loss of NTP between time server and client
The subsystems using NTP will use an NTP client (e.g., Symmetricom’s Domain Time II). The NTP client will
update the system clock.

4.1.9.1.4 NTP failure notification
The time server shall poll the time client for health. If a time client is unhealthy, the time server will notify an
operator that there is a timing failure.

4.1.10 Network Architecture
The DCT system design utilizes an Ethernet network architecture. At the top level, the system comprises 3 LANs
communicating with Lowell Observatory via a router and firewall appliance. See DCT-0610D-001-B "DCT Network
One-Line Diagram" for details.

4.2 Decomposition Description
The following paragraphs describe the subsystems that comprise the DCT system.
Implementation of the system architecture will require a significant number of software components. This section
provides a brief description of the software design for each major subsystem component within the DCT project
scope. For descriptions of software provided by the Lowell Instrument Group see document XXXXXXXXXXXXX.
The figure below shows the DCT components and an indication of the high-level information that subsystem
components share between one another. In this diagram, data flow is shown by the dotted lines, with the arrows
indicating the dependency of one subsystem on another (i.e., in reverse direction to the flow of data).
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5 Component Descriptions
5.1 Observatory Control System (OCS)
The OCS provides overall system monitoring and control. The OCS monitors the status of the subsystems and
coordinates high-level functions involving multiple subsystems, including system initialization and shutdown.

5.2 Telescope Control System (TCS)
The TCS generates time-stamped position and velocity demands for the mount and rotator axes to position a
target accurately at a point in an image plane. The TCS also outputs expected guide target and wavefront target
positions as well as atmospheric dispersion correction demands. The TCS incorporates feedback including
measured guide target position, M2 positions, ADC optical deviation, and weather data as inputs to its pointing
model.
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The TCS comprises four main software components: a communication interface, a graphical user interface, the
TCS astrometric kernel (comprising the pointing model and transformation algorithms), and a hardware interface.
The hardware interface outputs demands in the form required by the axis controllers.
deployment TCSTopology

«device»
:DesktopComputer

«execution environment»
:RHEL5

tcs.exe

{MCSStatus}

{PFAStatus}

TCP/IP

TCP/IP

«device»
:DesktopComputer

«device»
:DesktopComputer

«execution environment»
:QNX_OS

«execution environment»
:TBD_OS
{PFARotatorCommandPosition}

{MCSCommandPosition, M1CoverMode}
pfa.exe

mcs.exe

5.3 Dome Control System (DCS)
The DCS controls the Dome azimuth and shutter drives. The dome will make azimuth moves discontinuously as
required to avoid vignetting the optical field as determined from the azimuth and altitude demands for the mount
output by the TCS. The DCS will close and open the dome shutter.
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5.4 Mount Control System (MCS)
The MCS controls the motion of the Mount by translating TCS-generated position and velocity demands into
azimuth, elevation, and rotator drive commands. The MCS is the responsibility of the mount supplier, General
Dynamics SATCOM Technologies.

5.5 Active Optics System (AOS)
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The AOS controls image quality based on look-up tables tied to mount elevation and the mount temperature
(open-loop) and optionally also on wavefront data feedback (closed-loop). In the R-C configuration the AOS
controls the M1 figure and the M2 tip, tilt, and piston. In the PFA configuration the AOS controls the M1 figure,
tip, tilt, and piston.
For closed-loop operation the AOS requires wavefront data in the form of normalized radius, azimuthal angle, 26
bending modes coefficients, and 5 Zernike polynomial coefficients (2, 3: Tilt 4: Focus, 7, 8: Coma). The AOS will
use the bending modes for M1 figure corrections. The AOS will use Zernike 4 as feedback for M2 piston and
Zernikes 7 and 8 for M2 tilt adjustments.
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5.5.1 Primary Mirror Control System (M1S)
The M1S generates force demands based on bending modes. It combines these force demands with force
demands from the M1 position controller (M1P) and sends the resulting force demands to the appropriate axial
actuator force controllers (M1Fs). M1S displays the measured forces from the M1Fs and the lateral support
controller (M1L) as well as measured positions from M1P.
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5.5.2 Secondary Mirror Control System (M2S)
The M2S will perform closed-loop position control of the three secondary actuators (feedback will be from axial
position sensors) to maintain the positions demanded by the AOS.
The M2S will maintain zero load on M2 by adjusting a vacuum regulator based on feedback from load cells and a
differential pressure sensor.

5.6 Environment Control System (ECS)
The ECS monitors and controls a number of elements related to the physical environment and the facility.
The ECS retrieves, publishes, and logs data (temperature, relative humidity, barometric pressure, wind speed and
direction) from a weather station outside the facility and temperature sensors in the dome and on the mount.
The ECS automatically or manually maintains the telescope chamber temperature at or near the outside ambient
temperature as measured by the weather station by controlling ventilation fans (mount and stairwell) and
ventilation doors (in the mezzanine and dome).
The ECS sends the ambient temperature to the instrument chiller and monitors the supply and return chiller
temperatures.
The ECS will measure temperature sensors on the primary mirror and provide on/off control of the M1 cold plate.
The ECS provides control of the dome lights and calibration screen lamps.
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5.7 Management System (MAN)
The MAN collects utilization data for the telescope and expedites the generation of reports to support scheduling
decision-making.

5.8 Instrument Control System (ICS)
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The ICS configures and controls instruments. It also gathers, processes, stores, and transmits detector data from
the instrument along with system data. The ICS will send target requests to the DCT system and hence is
responsible for high-level observation coordination. The ICS is the responsibility of the Lowell Instrument Group.
deployment ICSTopology

«device»
:DesktopComputer

«device»
:SunBladeServ er

«execution environment»
:MacOS

«execution environment»
:Solaris10
LOIS.exe

LOUI.exe

TCP/IP

TCP/IP

«device»
:DesktopComputer

«execution environment»
:LinuxOS
«execution environment»
:JMSBroker

TCP/IP
{WFSStatus}

TCP/IP

«execution environment»
:MessageController
CATTopology::
cat.exe

{WFSFocusOffset}
wfs.exe

TCP/IP

TCP/IP
adc.exe

{Targets}

{ADCMode}
{ADCStatus}

ics.exe

gcs.exe

{GCSMode, GCSFocus Offset}

TCP/IP

{GCSStatus, GuiderConfiguration, Guider Error,
ADCStatus, WFSStatus}
TCP/IP

{GCSStatus, GuiderConfiguration, GuideError}

{GCSMode, GCSFocusOffset,
ADCMode, WFSFocusOffset}

5.9 Guider Control System (GCS)
The GCS measures guide target positions and reports the deviation from the expected guide target position from
the TCS. The GCS is responsible for control of any guider axes. The development of the GCS is the responsibility
of the Lowell Instrument Group.
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5.10 Wavefront Sensor (WFS)
The WFS images a demanded target and determines and reports the corresponding wavefront data. The
wavefront data includes 26 bending modes and Zernike polynomials (5 required by the AOS and 28 others for
engineering purposes). The development of the WFS is the responsibility of the Lowell Instrument Group.

5.11 Atmospheric Dispersion Corrector System (ADC)
The ADC, based on a dispersion correction requirement from the TCS, calculates the required element positions
for the ADC and drives the ADC to this position. The ADC determines and reports any resulting optical deviations
to the TCS. The development of the ADC is the responsibility of the Lowell Instrument Group.

5.12 Catalog System (CAT)
The CAT supports the selection of targets (science, guide, wavefront) based on a variety of databases. It
performs bounds-checking (target above horizon, target not too close to the Sun, Moon, or zenith, etc.) to assist
the scientist in making sensible target choices.
The CAT is the responsibility of the Instrument Group.

5.13 FAC
The FAC software comprises that necessary to monitor several facility systems: the air compressor, glycol pumps,
and generator.
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deployment FACTopology

«device»
:DesktopComputer

«execution environment»
:Window s
«execution environment»
FACSVE :SVE

{AirCompressorState, GlycolPumpState, GeneratorState}
NI_PSP

:fac.exe

TCP/IP

«device»
:cFP

DigitalI/O

«device»
:Generator

DigitalI/O

«device»
:GlycolPump

DigitalI/O

«device»
:AirCompressor

5.14 System Firmware
Some system elements require firmware, including the weather station, the Dome drive system, and possibly the
network switches.
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